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The Case Book for
A decade of research on Czech case semantics
has come together in a valuable new pedagogical
tool through the work of Laura Janda and Steven
Clancy. The Case Book for Czech, a textbook
and exercises, presents the Czech case system in
terms of structured semantic wholes. This method
of explanation is easily accessible to students and
provides a coherent conceptual framework that
accounts for the rich and often confusing details
of Czech case usage. Throughout the text, the
basic meanings of the cases are illustrated with
examples from a large database of Czech prose,
compiled speciﬁcally for this project. Examples in
the text and exercises were taken from a variety
of sources (primarily books and newspapers of the
past decade) and are representative of multiple
genres and ﬁelds (ﬁction, current events, contemporary history, politics, law, economics, science
and medicine, etc.).

Czech

The aim of the text is to familiarize students
with the variety of case usage by using real Czech
sentences as opposed to the controlled language
of traditional textbook examples. By confronting
real case samples in an unadulterated form, students can learn to make sense of the systematic
meanings of case in a fashion that will approach
the understanding of a native speaker. The accompanying exercises continue the presentation
of the text and challenge students to implement
the concepts they have learned.
The interactive version (website or CD-ROM
for Macintosh and Windows platforms), contains
recordings of all examples by both male and female
native speakers, playable at the click of a button.
As students work through the exercises, they can
easily consult the full-text searchable electronic
version of the book for quick reference and can
print out summary sheets of completed assignments to hand in for class.
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(113) Pustila jsem dceru na hory, a ona ti si mi zlomila nohu! (CCz)
[Let AUX daughter-ACC on mountains-ACC, and she-NOM you-DAT self-DAT
me-DAT broke leg-ACC!]
I let my daughter go to the mountains, and, you know what, she broke her leg on
me!

The full force of the dative in this sentence might be conveyed this way: she broke her leg
and I’m going to have to take care of her, and I want you to listen to this and feel sorry for
me!

(116) Pokud jde o McDonalda, shodli jsme s Martinem, že jejich hamburgery se řízku
nevyrovnají, ale hranolky mají docela dobré.
[As-long-as goes about McDonald’s-ACC, agreed self-ACC with Martin-INST, that
their hamburgers-NOM self-ACC cutlet-DAT not-match, but french-fries-ACC have
quite good-ACC.]
Concerning McDonald’s, Martin and I agreed that their hamburgers are no match
for a cutlet, but their french fries are pretty good.
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tentially a nominative item implies a comA force (arrow) arrives at a
parison between the dative and the nominaDATIVE:: A COMPETITOR (circle labeled D), which
has the potential to exert a force (dotted arrow)
tive. The uses of the DATIVE: A COMPETITOR
exploit just this comparison, for here we see the dative item in competition with a nominative item. All possible combinations are realized, so the dative and the nominative can
either be equal in strength or one can be stronger than the other. When the two items are
evenly matched they participate in a symmetrical relationship as equal competitors. If the
dative item is more powerful than the nominative, it exerts a force to which the nominative
item submits; here the dative has some kind of advantage over the nominative. If instead the
nominative is superior, it dominates the dative. These three logical outcomes will be termed
“matching forces”, “submission”, and “domination” below.
In identifying an equal competitor, the meaning of the DATIVE: A COMPETITOR overlaps somewhat with the benefit meaning of DATIVE: AN EXPERIENCER, particularly if the two parties are
equally engaged in some harmonious activity. The table on the following page has some
words that typically trigger the meaning of roughly equally matched forces and here are
some examples of how they are used:
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(114) Žádná žena patrně neodolala jeho kouzlu.
[No woman-NOM apparently not-resisted his charm-DAT.]
Apparently no woman could resist his charm.

the Communist Party of Bohemia and Moravia’

PETITOR

Adjectives Expressing Matched Forces

‘analogical’
analogický

‘similar, resembling’
podobný

‘repulsive’
odporný

‘repulsive’
protivný

‘equal’
rovný

(117) Už above:
vám někdo řekl,
že jste podobný poslanci
Ivanu Pilipovi?
example
Předseda
Komunistické
strany Čech a Moravy [President-NOM
[Already you-DAT someone-NOM said, that are similar-NOM member-of-parliament-DAT Ivan Pilip-DAT?]
Communist
Party-GEN Bohemia-GEN and Moravia-GEN] ‘The president of
Has anyone ever told you that you look like Ivan Pilip, the member of parliament?
the Communist
Party of Bohemia and Moravia’

(115) Státní delegace uctila ve Varšavě památku židovských bojovníků, kteří téměř měsíc
vzdorovali německým okupantům.
[State delegation-NOM honored in Warsaw-LOC memory-ACC Jewish fightersGEN, who-NOM nearly month-ACC defied German invaders-DAT.]
In Warsaw the state delegation honored the memory of the Jewish fighters who
defied the German invaders for nearly a month.
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